
XM-8000 series FR Reflective tape (Heat Transfer)

1. Prepare a piece of reflective tape and hot press.
2. Set the heating temperature of press at about 150°C.
3. Place the tape by adhesive side down to the FR fabric.
4. Put the press down on the tape for 15 seconds.
5. Open the press up and wait for 10-15 seconds to let it cool down. Then carefully peel off the transparent film from the applied reflective tape.
6. Cover attached reflective tape with a piece of cloth or paper. Iron it for another 2-3 seconds.
7. Check the result. In case of small detachments by corners of the tape, cover it with a piece of cloth and put the press down for another 2-3 seconds.
8. Carefully remove the piece of cloth.
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Temperature Time Pressure

Heat Press, FR fabric 150°C 15 seconds 30-45 psi

* - projected

XM SilverLine™ presents a new range of Reflective tapes with Flame Resistant properties. These tapes designed for Heat Transfer application on FR-
workwear and Firefighters clothing. New 8000-series of tapes is to be tested & certified in SATRA(UK) lab in the nearest months. Yet, we have already 
finished our in-house testing and all the tapes performed very well. After 25xWash at 60С all 10 tapes have met the requirements of Flammability test (ISO 
15025, Edge ignition) and Retro-reflectivity test (Ra). In the table below you can see initial Ra value. The value of segmented tapes is especially worth 
noticing, it is very high (Ra = 400) for segmented design. There are also indication of projected EN 469 & EN 20471 certification and Wash performance.
8000-series reflective tapes are high-tech material, which are still under development. That is why we urge you before the first use to check the suitability 
of the tapes on your kind of FR-clothing. It is also useful to make trial washes of clothing with applied tape.

To correctly apply XM-8000 series HT reflective tape to FR-clothing, please read these instructions and follow them step by step. Please bear in mind that 
XMS™ Heat transfer tape is fixed more better on woven fabrics, than on knits.

Reflective Tapes for Hi-Viz Clothing




